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HELLO!
RISE

Rise publishes accessible non-fiction titles about feminism, 
climate action, LGBTQ topics, immigration, race, and 
celebrating our differences. We champion underrepresented 
perspectives and often introduce humour and hope even 
when there may seem to be no light. Our trailblazing 
nonfiction empowers our readers to confidently engage with 
the world around them.

Katia Zuppel – 
Amy Jackson –
Lakota Rich – 
Vishakha Uppoor –
Melissa Swann – 

GREYSTONE BOOKS

Greystone Books, one of the fastest-growing publishers in 
North America according to Publisher’s Weekly, publishes 
high-quality nonfiction on a range of topics, including 
nature, travel, sports, social issues, science, and health. 
They are dedicated to environmentally-friendly methods of 
production. 

SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS

› Environmentally conscious approach to production
› Demographic is not yet targeted through much of Greystone’s existing titles
› Greystone’s standing reputation lends a strong backing in the industry

WEAKNESSESS

› On the West Coast, distanced from Canada’s publishing hub
› Emerging authors are a risk for sales and visibility
› Small size of imprint – lack of funds/resources

OPPORTUNITIES

› Ability to capitalize on digital media as a prominent format for our audience
› Target audiences have high engagement with current social and cultural climate
› Emerging authors present opportunities in growing markets for diverse and 
underrepresented voices

THREATS

› Target demographic generally has less disposable income
› Plume (Penguin Random House) and other competitors have similar content
› Transitional demographic between Young Adult and Adult may feel adequately 
represented by either existing market
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From restaurateurs to game designers, choreographers to doulas, these ten 
young Canadians are changing our landscape for the better. Two threads 
bind them together: their upbringings are steeped in traditions from across 
the ocean, but Canada is the place they call home. While grappling with 
identity, discrimination, love, and heartbreak, each of these first- and 
second-generation Canadians explore their pursuits of art, justice, and 
community with editors Natasha Fatah and Téa Mutonji.
A young Arabic girl fights to practice her faith during school hours, an Italian 
poet is caught between two languages, and a Cuban chef discovers the stories 
and secrets of her heritage while digging through handwritten family recipe 
books. With influence from their parents’ roots – from Korea to Italy, India 
to France – each of these bright young voices fuse cultures from around 
the world with the Canadian identity they are redefining. Their experiences 
remind us of the infinite possibilities of Canadian identity.

Natasha Fatah is a Canadian journalist and 
anchor chair for CBC News Network. Fatah was 
born in Karachi, Pakistan and spent most of her 
childhood in Saudi Arabia before settling in Canada. 
She hosted and co-produced the highly acclaimed 10-
part documentary series Promised Land on refugees 
escape stories to Canada. She has written for the 
Globe and Mail, The National Post, Toronto Star, and 
Toronto Life magazine. 

“EYE-OPENING AND TOUCHING MEMOIRS ABOUT HYPHENATED 
CULTURAL EXPERIENCES FROM ALL AROUND CANADA.” 

– DAVID CHARIANDY, AUTHOR OF BROTHER

Printed and bound in 
Canada on 100% FSC 
certified paper

“AN IMPORTANT, TIMELY READ.” 
– ZALIKA REID-BENTA, AUTHOR OF FRYING PLANTAIN 10 Cultures. 10 Lives. 

10 Canadians.
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Edited by Natasha Fatah & Téa Mutonji

Téa Mutonji is an award-winning Canadian poet 
and author whose debut short story collection Shut 
Up, You’re Pretty was shortlisted for the Rogers 
Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize. Mutonji was born 
in Congo-Kinshasa and grew up in Scarborough, 
Ontario. She is the first author to be published under 
Arsenal Pulp Press’s new literary imprint for people 
of colour, VS. Books. 
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WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROM?
10 Cultures. 10 Lives. 10 Canadians.

SPECS
ISBN 978-1-25894-204-0
6 x 9  |  208pp
TPB  |  $24.95CAD 
EPUB   |  $12.95CAD
SEPTEMBER 2020

“An eye-opening and touching 
memoir about hyphenated 
cultural experiences from all 
around Canada.” 

- David Chariandy, 
author of Brother 

“An important, timely read.” 
- Zalika Reid-Benta, author of 

Frying Plantain

EDITORS
Natasha Fatah is a Canadian journalist and anchor chair for CBC News 
Network. Fatah was born in Karachi, Pakistan and spent most of her childhood 
in Saudi Arabia before settling in Canada. She hosted and co-produced the 
highly acclaimed 10-part documentary series Promised Land on refugees escape 
stories to Canada. She has written for The Globe and Mail, The National Post, Toronto 
Star, and Toronto Life magazine.
Téa Mutonji  is an award-winning Canadian poet and author whose debut 
short story collection Shut Up, You’re Pretty was shortlisted for the Rogers Writers’ 
Trust Fiction Prize. Mutonji was born in Congo-Kinshasa and grew up in 
Scarborough, Ontario. She is the first author to be published under Arsenal Pulp 
Press’s new literary imprint for people of colour, VS. Books. 

KEY SELLING POINTS
› Award-winning editor of Shut 
Up, You’re Pretty
› Ten diverse authors from across 
Canada
› Timely and relevant cultural 
topic

DESCRIPTION
From restaurateurs to game designers, choreographers to doulas, these ten young 
Canadians are changing our landscape for the better. Two threads bind them 
together: their upbringings are steeped in traditions from across the ocean, but 
Canada is the place they call home. While grappling with identity, discrimination, 
love, and heartbreak, each of these first- and second-generation Canadians 
explore their pursuits of art, justice, and community with editors Natasha Fatah 
and Téa Mutonji.

A young Arabic girl fights to practice her faith during school hours, an Italian 
poet is caught between two languages, and a Cuban chef discovers the stories and 
secrets of her heritage while digging through handwritten family recipe books. 
With influence from their parents’ roots – from Korea to Italy, India to France 
– each of these bright young voices fuse cultures from around the world with 
the Canadian identity they are redefining. Their experiences remind us of the 
infinite possibilities of Canadian identity.

AUDIENCE
› People interested in hyphenated identities and the 
complications of living a mix-cultured life
› Readers of contemporary, thought-provoking nonfiction
› Multicultural people and children of immigrants
› Diversity advocates

COMPS
THE GOOD IMMIGRANT: 26 WRITERS REFLECT ON 
AMERICA | Nikesh Shukla & Chimene Suleyman  
Little, Brown and Company | Feb. 2019  
$36.50 | 6 x 8.5 Hardcover | Lifetime: 15,000 
ISBN 9780316524285

WHEREVER I FIND MYSELF: STORIES FROM 
CANADIAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN | Miriam Matejova
Caitlin Press | Mar. 2017 
$24.95 | 6 x 9 Paperback | Lifetime: 750 *CND only 

ISBN 9781987915341

MEMOIR; CANADIANA
BIO002000 BIO & AUTOBIO / 
CULTURAL, ETHNIC & REGIONAL
BIO000000 BIO & AUTOBIO / 
CURRENT AFFAIRS / IMMIGRATION

RIGHTS
HELD: English, North America; eBook
SOLD: French, Canada (sold to Les 
Éditions du Boréal for $2000), first 
serial (sold to The Walrus for $200) 
AVAILABLE: Second serial and 
extract, radio, anthology, translation

SALES CHANNELS
› Indigo: 35%
› Independent Bookstores: 25% 
› Amazon: 25%
› Libraries: 12%
› Other (direct sales): 3%

NATASHA FATAH & TÉA MUTONJI
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UZMA ABDALLA is a Toronto 
Star columnist who was born in Saudi 
Arabia and currently lives in the 
Greater Toronto Area.

GIUSEPPE AMANTE earned 
his M.A. in Creative Writing at 
the University of Toronto and has 
published his Italian/English poetry 
in Arc Poetry Magazine and Scarborough 
Fair. He writes from his home in Laval, 
Quebec.

VALENTINA VASQUEZ is head-
chef and owner of The Blind Pig, a 
Canadian-Cuban fusion restaurant in 
Richmond.

AYANA ZASU is a game designer, 
concept artist, and programmer 
who works for Hinterland Games in 
Vancouver. Her current projects focus 
on incorporating her Afro-Carribean 
heritage in character design.

DANIEL CASTILLO is a Fillipino 
entrepreneur and co-founder of Inlet, 
a tech startup in Saskatoon focused on 
facilitating group travel.

LEI CHIM is a Sheri-D Wilson 
Golden Beret Award-winning slam 
poet from Newbrook, Alberta whose 
poetry explores the intersection of her 
Chinese and nonbinary identities.

KALILA MALOOF is a Lebanese 
choreographer and founder of Engage, 
a hip-hop dance group performing in 
Ottawa, Ontario.

MYKHAILO BILYK completed 
his BFA in Sculpture at Concordia 
University in 2015; his current project 
series, Pillars, explores his multicultural 
Ukrainian heritage.

JEAN-PHILIPPE BOUCHER is  
the founder of Produit (Im)Parfait, a 
grocery delivery service based in 
Montreal that seeks to reduce food 
waste by promoting the consumption 
of “ugly” produce.

AE-CHA PAK is an obstetrician and 
doula from Kentville, Nova Scotia, 
whose personal research revolves 
around racial disparities in pregnancy- 
and birth-related deaths across North 
and South Korea.
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MARKETING PLAN

MARKETING STRATEGY
We will capitalize on our high-profile editors. Because our contributors come 
from all across Canada, we also have opportunities in many hometowns and 
provinces. We have a strong series of events, with an initial launch in Toronto, 
satellite launches in authors’ hometowns, and a panel at the Festival of Literary 
Diversity. We will flood media outlets with ARCs, including CBC, Globe and 
Mail, and publications in the contributors’ hometowns to encourage publicity 
across many media sources.

MEDIA + PUBLICITY
Send queries and ARCs to media (across Canada and local to contributors) and 
key members of sales channels (Indigo, independents, and library wholesalers).
 › Globe and Mail
 › CBC Books/The Next Chapter
 › The Walrus
 › Quill & Quire
 › National Post
 › Ottawa Citizen
 › The Laval News
 › The Chronicle Herald
 › Vancouver Sun
 › Montreal Gazette
 › Saskatoon StarPhoenix
 › Toronto Star
 › Toronto Life
Estimated cost: $20 per x 40 copies = $800
Final copy mailing budget = $600

Run a Goodreads giveaway to build buzz around the book.
Estimated cost for 20 copies: $400

Social media hashtag campaign using #WhereAreYouReallyFrom, encouraging 
people to submit their own stories of growing up as first- or second-generation 
Canadians, includes giveaway.
Estimated cost for 10 copies: $200

EVENTS + PROMOTION
Toronto launch event at Ben McNally Books with Natasha Fatah, Téa Mutonji, 
and Uzma Abdalla.
Estimated cost: $200

Satellite events with local contributors.
 › Vancouver – Human Rights Institute at Simon Fraser University with  
  Ayana Zasu and Valentina Vasquez
 › Montreal – Grande Bibliothèque with Jean-Philippe Boucher
 › Saskatoon – Frances Morrison Central Library with Daniel Castillo
 › Winnipeg – Human Rights Museum with Mykhailo Bilyk
 › Kentville – Kentville Library with Ae-Cha Pak
 › Edmonton – Edmonton Public Library with Lei Chim
Estimated cost: $0

Festival of Literary Diversity panel and reading featuring Natasha Fatah, Téa 
Mutonji, and local contributors, Uzma Abdalla and Kalila Maloof.
Estimated cost: $0

Co-op
Amazon stimated cost: $1,248
Indigo estimated cost: $2,183

TOTAL SPENT: $5,611
TOTAL REMAINING: $874

WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROM?
BUDGET: $6,485

POSITIONING
A relevant and fresh take on the immigrant experience in Canada as 
told by young first- and second-generation Canadians. This anthology 
tackles the realities and difficulties of growing up with two, at times 
differing, cultural identities. 
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WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROM?FINANCES

REVENUE PROJECTION
Total Print Run
Trade Units Shipped
Return %
Units Returned
Net Units Shipped to Trade

List Price
Avg Price Recieved
Avg Discount

Gross Trade Sales ($)
Trade Sales Net of Return
Net Trade Sales (less 10% author royalty)

5,000
4,900
25%
1,225
3,675

$24.95
$12.97
48%

$63,572.60
$47,679.45
$34,580.70

Rights Income
Net Rights Revenue (less 60% to author)

Ebook Sales

NET REVENUE

Canada Book fund 5.75%
BC Tax Credit (% of CBF)
Canada Council
BC Arts Council
TOTAL GRANTS

NET REVENUE INC. GRANTS

DIRECT EXPENSE ESTIMATES
Direct Cost Per Unit
Total Manufacturing Cost
Ebook Conversion

Distribution
Author Advance
Less Royalties
Net Advance
Marketing Expense

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

GROSS PROFIT AFTER DIRECT EXPENSES
GROSS PROFIT W/ INC GRANTS AFTER DIRECT 
EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSE
Overhead Allocation

PROJECTED PROFIT (LOSS)

$2,200.00
$880.00

$1,590.00

$40,980.33

$2,356.37
$2,120.73
$5,000
$2,500
$11,977.10

$52,957.43

$3.13
$15,650.00
$1,000

$7,628.71
$12,500.00
$10,049.13
$2,450.88
$6,485.00

$32,214.59

$8,765.74 
$20,742.84

$4,098.03 

$4,667.71 [ 11.4% ]

FIXED COSTS
Editing
Design
Page Layout

PREPRESS TOTAL

$3,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00

$6,000.00

Quantities
PPB Per Unit

PRINTING 
TOTAL

3000
$2.03

$6,090.00

5000
$1.93

$9,560.00

7500
$1.72

$12,900.00

VARIABLE COSTS

TOTAL COSTS
Prepress unit cost
Printing unit cost

TOTAL UNIT 
COST

$2.00
$2.03

$4.03

$1.20
$1.93

$3.13

$0.80
$1.72

$2.52

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

DIRECT UNIT COST



BRIGHT 
LIGHTS

QUEER CITY“Be Gay, Do Comedy is deeply insightful and deeply hilarious. Who gave 
Miller the right to write something so perfect?!” 

– Ellen Degeneres, host of The Ellen Show

Before moving to the big city, Hope Granger knew more about unicorns than 
she did about lesbians. When she finally made the decision to get the hell out 
of her small town to start her out-and-proud life, she didn’t even know what 
to pack. Flannels? Hummus? Her signed Buffy the Vampire Slayer season 5 
DVD set? All of the above? 

As it turns out, not even the cutest lesbian couple on television can prepare 
you for leaving behind everything you’ve ever known. In this unforgettable 
comic memoir, Hope shares the wisdom she’s gathered as a queer who, at 
the tender age of eighteen, moved from a town that Google Maps doesn’t 
even know exists to bright lights, big city. Such wisdom includes, but is 
not limited to, how not to act during your first time at a gay bar, how most 
definitely not to come on to someone you really, really (really!!!) like, and 
how to find yourself when you’re lost in a sea of possibilities.

Hope shares the most intimate, embarrassing, and hysterical details of 
navigating sexuality, self-acceptance, and second-date marriage proposals. 
For every freak and geek, every kid who never had a shot in hell of getting 
asked to prom, every small-town escapee just trying to make it work, Be 
Gay, Do Comedy is a much-needed tale of coming into your own by an 

Hope Granger is an award-winning comedian and television writer who 
has been called “seriously funny, seriously bright, seriously necessary” by 
NOW. Her droll delivery, delightful wordplay, and heartbreakingly funny 
observations about being queer, introverted, and from a small town – she’s a 
true triple threat – have delighted audiences at shows across North America. 
Hope has performed at Just for Laughs, the Melbourne International Com-
edy Festival, and the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. She has written for Hulu, 
CTV, and CBC, which has made her mother very, very proud. 

“Poignant, powerful, and f**cking funny.” 
– Scaachi Koul, author of 

One Day We’ll All Be Dead and None of This Will Matter

Be G
ay, D

o Com
edy

H
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G
ER

Printed and bound in 
Canada on 100% FSC 
certified paper

From the  
Canadian Comedy  

Award’s 2018 
BEST STAND-UP  

COMEDIAN

BE GAY, 
DO 

COMEDY

HOPE GRANGER
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SD “SHE’S GAY AND FUNNY! WHAT MORE COULD YOU WANT?” 

– CAROLYN TAYLOR, CREATOR AND STAR OF 
THE BARONESS VON SKETCH SHOW
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BE GAY, DO COMEDY
HOPE GRANGER

“Bright Lights, Queer City is 
deeply insightful and deeply 
hilarious. Who gave Miller the 
right to write something so 
perfect?!”

- Ellen Degeneres

“Poignant, powerful, and 
f**cking funny.”

- Scaachi Koul, author of One 
Day We’ll All Be Dead and 

None of This Will Matter

“She’s gay and funny! What 
more could you want?” 

- Carolyn Taylor, creator and 
star of the Baroness von Sketch 

Show

SPECS
ISBN 978-1-25894-485-0
6 x 9  |  240pp   
TPB  |  $24.95CAD  |  
$18.99USD
EPUB  |  $12.95
SEPTEMBER 2020

KEY SELLING POINTS
› Award winning stand-up 
comedian 
› Humorous perspective on queer 
identity
› Relatable insights

COMEDY
BIO031000 BIOGRAPHY & 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LGBT
HUM024000 HUMOR / LGBT

RIGHTS
HELD: English, North America; eBook
SOLD: World English
AVAILABLE: First serial, second serial 
and extract, radio

SALES CHANNELS
› Indigo: 30%
› Independent Bookstores: 20% 
› Amazon: 20%
› Libraries: 10%
› Other (direct sales): 15%

AUTHOR
Hope Granger is an award-winning comedian and television writer who has 
been called “seriously funny, seriously bright, seriously necessary” by NOW. Her 
droll delivery, delightful wordplay, and heartbreakingly funny observations about 
being queer, introverted, and from a small town – she’s a true triple threat – have 
delighted audiences at shows across North America. Hope has performed at Just 
for Laughs, the Melbourne International Comedy Festival, and the Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival. She has written for Hulu, CTV, and CBC, which has made her 
mother very, very proud.

DESCRIPTION
Before moving to the big city, Hope Granger knew more about unicorns than she 
did about lesbians. When she finally made the decision to get the hell out of her 
small town to start her out-and-proud life, she didn’t even know what to pack. 
Flannels? Hummus? Her signed Buffy the Vampire Slayer season 5 DVD set? All of 
the above? 

As it turns out, not even the cutest lesbian couple on television can prepare 
you for leaving behind everything you’ve ever known. In this unforgettable comic 
memoir, Hope shares the wisdom she’s gathered as a queer who, at the tender age 
of eighteen, moved from a town that Google Maps doesn’t even know exists to 
bright lights, big city. Such wisdom includes, but is not limited to, how not to act 
during your first time at a gay bar, how most definitely not to come on to someone 
you really, really (really!!!) like, and how to find yourself when you’re lost in a sea 
of possibilities.

For every freak and geek, every kid who never had a shot in hell of getting 
asked to prom, every small-town escapee just trying to make it work, Be Gay, 
Do Comedy is a much-needed tale of coming into your own by an unforgettable 
comedic voice.

A Memoir of Getting the Hell out of Your Small Town

AUDIENCE
› LGBTQ community
› Readers trying to understand sexuality
› Pre-existing fans of Hope’s comedy specials
› People who like witty, contemporary comedy
› Progressive people from small towns
›“Outcast” or “outsider” communities

COMPS
SISSY: A COMING-OF-GENDER STORY | Jacob Kobia 
G.P. Putnam’s Sons | Mar. 2019 
$18.50 | 6 x 9 Hardcover | Lifetime: 8,000 
ISBN 9780735218826

THE WOO-WOO: HOW I SURVIVED ICE HOCKEY, 
DRUG RAIDS, DEMONS, AND MY CRAZY CHINESE 
FAMILY | Lindsay Wong
Arsenal Pulp Press | Oct. 2018 
$19.95 | 6 x 8 Paperback | Lifetime: 7,500 
ISBN 9781551527369
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MARKETING PLAN

MARKETING STRATEGY
We will capitalize on Hope’s comedy platform and connections as an award 
winning stand-up comedian with a successful comedy tour, appearances at 
numerous festivals, and comedy writing credits with Hulu, CTV, and CBC. We 
will lean into Hope’s upcoming comedy tour as a sales opportunity for books. 
LGBTQ stores and organizations are a main channel of publicity for us, but 
because Hope’s comedy has broad appeal, we will also send ARCs to many non-
LGBTQ outlets.

MEDIA + PUBLICITY
Send the title to the following awards nomination committees for consideration.
 › Manitoba Book Awards
 › McNally Robinson Book of the Year Award
 › Alexander Kennedy Isbister Award for Non-Fiction
 › Eileen McTavish Sykes Award
 › John Hirsch Award
 › Trillium Book Award
 › Leacock Medal for Humour
Estimated cost – submission fees and mailing: $280

Send queries and, when requested, ARCs to the following print media and long 
lead magazines, as well as key influencers. Additionally, send in ARCs to key 
members of sales channels (Indigo, independents, and library wholesalers).
 › CBC
 › Q
 › NOW
 › The New York Times
 › The Star
 › Anthony Oliveira - @meakoopa (97K followers on Twitter) 
 › Elle Chronique (Lauryn Kronick) - @ellechronique
 › Jordan Appugliesi - @JordanApps (Social Media –Netflix Canada)
 › Glad Day Bookstore
Estimated cost: 
ARCs ($20 per x 60 copies) = $1,200
Final copy mailing budget = $1,000

EVENTS + PROMOTION
Host a launch event in Toronto at The Gladstone. It will include a stand-up 
performance and book signing by Hope.
Estimated cost: $1,500

Host a reading and book signing by Hope in Toronto at the Glad Day Bookshop 
(the world’s oldest LGBTQ bookstore). 
Estimated cost: $0

Host a reading event in collaboration with the local improv comedy group, The 
Fictionals, in Vancouver at the Little Sisters Book and Art Emporium. 
Estimated cost: $300

Co-op
Amazon estimated cost: $998
Indigo estimated cost: $1,872

TOTAL SPENT: $7,150
TOTAL REMAINING: $632

BE GAY, DO COMEDY
BUDGET: $7,782

Arrange for Hope to appear on the following Podcasts.

Estimated cost: $0

Organize a social media campaign on Twitter and Instagram with the hashtag 
#BeGayDoComedy
Estimated cost: $0

Books for sale at Granger’s “Be Gay, Do Comedy” stand-up tour. Query the 
following outlets for local media coverage in each city.

Estimated cost: $0

 › Montreal – Montreal Gazette
 › Ottawa – Ottawa Citizen
 › NYC – The New York Times
 › Chicago – Chicago Tribune
  › Winnipeg – Winnipeg Free Press

 › Calgary – Calgary Herald
 › Vancouver – Vancouver Sun
 › Seattle – The Seattle Times
 › Portland – The Oregonian

 › Throwing Shade
 › #QueerAF
 › Queer Confessions

 › Nancy
 › Comedy Bang Bang

POSITIONING
From an award-winning stand-up comedian with a wide audience, Be 
Gay, Do Comedy is comedic memoir that explores growing up queer in 
a small town and growing into your identity in the big city.
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REVENUE PROJECTION
Total Print Run
Trade Units Shipped
Return %
Units Returned
Net Units Shipped to Trade

List Price
Avg Price Recieved
Avg Discount

Gross Trade Sales ($)
Trade Sales Net of Return
Net Trade Sales (less 10% author royalty)

5,000
4,400
25%
1,110
3,300

$24.95
$12.97
48%

$57,058.60
$42,814.25
$34,580.70

Bulk Sales Units Shipped
Dollars Per Unit Recieved
Total Recieved (less 10% author royalty)

Ebook Sales

NET REVENUE

Canada Book fund 5.75%
BC Tax Credit (% of CBF)
Canada Council
BC Arts Council
TOTAL GRANTS

NET REVENUE INC. GRANTS

DIRECT EXPENSE ESTIMATES
Direct Cost Per Unit
Total Manufacturing Cost
Ebook Conversion

Distribution
Author Advance
Less Royalties
Net Advance
Marketing Expense

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

GROSS PROFIT AFTER DIRECT EXPENSES
GROSS PROFIT W/ INC GRANTS AFTER DIRECT 
EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSE
Overhead Allocation

PROJECTED PROFIT (LOSS)

500
$11.23
$5,613.75

$4,244.00

$40,980.33

$2,555.21
$2,299.69
$5,000
$2,500
$12,354.90

$56,793.35

$3.33
$16,650.00
$1,000

$7,523.92
$10,000.00
$8,794.88
$1,205.13
$7,782.00

$33,161.05

$11,277.40 
$23,632.30

$4,443.85 

$19,188.46 [ 43.2% ]

FIXED COSTS
Editing
Design
Page Layout

PREPRESS TOTAL

$3,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00

$6,500.00

Quantities
PPB Per Unit

PRINTING 
TOTAL

3000
$2.27

$6,810.00

5000
$2.03

$10,150.00

7500
$1.92

$13,580.00

VARIABLE COSTS

TOTAL COSTS
Prepress unit cost
Printing unit cost

TOTAL UNIT 
COST

$2.17
$2.27

$4.44

$1.30
$2.03

$3.33

$0.93
$1.94

$2.87

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

DIRECT UNIT COST

BE GAY, DO COMEDYFINANCES
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Michaela Okland is the creator of the viral social media account 
@SheRatesDogs, on which she shares cringeworthy online dating 
experiences and horror stories with her followers. Since starting 
the account in December 2018, Okland has also launched a 
YouTube Channel and her own line of swag. Swipe Wrong is her 
first book, in which she overshares about all of the experiences she 
doesn’t include on her other platforms. Originally from Tempe, AZ, 
Michaela now lives in Los Angeles.

One day, Michaela thought she’d found her forever. The next, she’s fig-
uring out how to handle falling in love at first swipe, running into a creep 
she unmatched, and being Super Liked by a best friend’s ex. After one 
too many dick picks from Man with Large Fish and Anime Profile Pic 
Peter, Michaela has to wonder: are the ways we connect with each other 
kinda f#&ked now?

From the internet sensation behind @SheRatesDogs, Swipe Wrong fol-
lows Michaela’s experiences with online dating as she finds confidence in 
the midst of anxiety, humor in a dating wasteland, and hope even when 
the fourth guy in a row opens with “Tits?” instead of “Hello.” With em-
powering feminist insights and the promise that it’s all going to be okay, 
this poignant, humorous, and sometimes horrifying collection of stories 
will make you reconsider how we play with our hearts.

“Reading Swipe Wrong is like having a best friend slap 
some much needed sense into you.” – Hannah Brown, 

star of The Bachelorette Swipe 
Wrong

Hookups, 
Heartbreaks  

& the Horrors 
of Modern 

Dating

From the creator of  
@SheRatesDogs
Michaela Okland

Printed and bound in 
Canada on 100% FSC 
certified paper
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SWIPE WRONG
Hookups, Heartbreaks, and the Horrors of Modern Dating

MICHAELA OKLAND

“Hilarious, relatable, and 
empowering – an essential 
read for every woman 
navigating the wild world of 
online dating.” 

- Nicole Byer, host of Nailed It!

“Super unfair that Okland is so 
funny and wise at such a young 
age. You need to hear what she 
has to say.”

- Blythe Roberson, author of 
How to Date Men When You 

Hate Men

SPECS
ISBN 978-1-25894-485-0
6 x 9  |  240pp   
TPB  |  $24.95CAD  |  
$18.99USD
EPUB  |  $12.95
SEPTEMBER 2020

KEY SELLING POINTS
› Award winning stand-up 
comedian 
› Humorous perspective on queer 
identity
› Relatable insights

COMEDY
BIO031000 BIOGRAPHY & 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LGBT
HUM024000 HUMOR / LGBT

AUTHOR
Michaela Okland Michaela Okland is the creator of the viral social media 
account @SheRatesDogs, on which she shares cringeworthy online dating 
experiences and horror stories with her followers. Since starting the account in 
December 2018, Okland has also launched a YouTube Channel and her own line 
of swag. Michaela lives in Tempe, Arizona. Swipe Wrong is her first book.

DESCRIPTION
With snappy bios, filtered photos, and lightning-fast judgments, the wide world of 
dating is harder to navigate than ever. But hope isn’t lost! These hilarious dating 
profiles and accompanying anecdotes will get you ready to swipe smarter.

From the internet sensation behind @SheRatesDogs, Swipe Wrong follows 
Michaela’s experiences with online dating. Man with Large Fish, Shirtless Selfie 
Sam, and Potential Mr. Perfect – you’ve seen them all, and so has she. Luckily, 
falling in love at first swipe and being Super Liked by best friend’s ex have taught 
her a thing or two.

No matter what your type is, these insightful, humorous, and sometimes 
horrifying stories will make you reconsider how we play with our hearts. So run 
the online-dating gauntlet with Michaela’s witty and empowering commentary 
by your side and take back your love life.

RIGHTS
HELD: English, North America & UK; 
eBook
SOLD: English, Australia (sold to 
Allen & Unwin for $3,000) 
AVAILABLE: First serial, second serial 
and extract, radio, audio

SALES CHANNELS
› Indigo/Barnes and Noble: 40%
› Amazon: 30% 
› Gift/Other: 20%
› Independent bookstores: 8%
› Libraries: 2%

AUDIENCE
› Single women
› Feminists
› People who are dating online
› Social media-savvy individuals
› Fans of Okland and @SheRatesDog

COMPS
HOW TO DATE MEN WHEN YOU HATE MEN | Blythe 
Robertson 
Flatiron Books | Jan. 2019 
$19.99 | 5.7 x 8 Hardcover | Lifetime: 10,000 
ISBN 9781250193421

BYE FELIPE: DISSES, DICK PICS, AND OTHER 
DELIGHTS OF MODERN DATING | Alexandra Tweten
Running Press | Aug. 2018
$20.99 | 5.5 × 8 Paperback | Lifetime: 2,000
ISBN 9780762463749
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MARKETING PLAN

MARKETING STRATEGY
Capitalize on Michaela’s established social media presence and her growing 
audience. We will lean into the popularity of her Instagram account  
@SheRatesDogs, and create a hashtag for the book. Traditional publicity will be 
the main focus of this book’s marketing strategy, focusing on blog and podcast 
tours. 

MEDIA + PUBLICITY
Send queries and, when requested, ARCs to the following print media and 
long lead magazines, as well as key influencers. Additionally, send in ARCs 
to key members of sales channels across Canada and the US (Indigo/B&N, 
independents, and library wholesalers).
 › Chatelaine
 › Elle
 › NOW
 › The Cut
 › Glamour
 › Cosmopolitan
 › @subwaybookreview
 › Marie Claire
 › Flare
Estimated cost: $25 per x 60 copies = $1,500

Social media campaign capitalizing on Okland’s existing platforms. Organize a  
hashtag campaign using #SwipeStories encouraging people to share their online 
dating horror stories. Click through link to pre-order/store page on Okland’s 
YouTube videos.
Estimated cost: $0

Create a book trailer to use on RISE and Okland’s social media.
Estimated cost: $300

Run a Goodreads giveaway campaign to create a buzz for the book around the 
time of the publication.
Estimated cost: $400

EVENTS + PROMOTION
Host a launch event in Los Angeles at Pages: a bookstore. The event will include 
a book signing session by the author. This will help draw the local fans as well as 
Okland’s friends and family.
Estimated cost: $0

Host a launch event in Toronto at The Drake. This event will include a reading 
and book signing session by the author. This will help draw the local audience 
for the book.
Estimated cost – travel and venue: $2,200

Arrange for Okland to appear on the following podcasts and blogs as part of her 
media tour.
 › Alexandra Tweten
 › Guys We F*cked
 › Girls Gotta Eat
 › Call Her Daddy
 › Why Won’t You Date Me?
 › Modern Love
 › Hey B*tch
 › Soon2BeCatLady
 › The Urban Dater
 › Adventuresaurus Girl
 › Will Date For Free Food
 › Toronto Wingwoman
Estimated cost: $0

Co-op
Amazon estimated cost: $2,754
Indigo/Barnes & Noble  estimated cost: $4,590

TOTAL SPENT: $11,744
TOTAL REMAINING: $186

SWIPE WRONG
BUDGET: $11,930

POSITIONING
The world of modern dating is harder to navigate than ever. But not all 
hope is lost. Michaela Okland’s humorous anecdotes about dating in the 
age of online dating will make the readers reconsider how we play with 
our hearts.
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SWIPE WRONGFINANCES

REVENUE PROJECTION
Total Print Run
Trade Units Shipped
Return %
Units Returned
Net Units Shipped to Trade

List Price
Avg Price Recieved
Avg Discount

Gross Trade Sales ($)
Trade Sales Net of Return
Net Trade Sales (less 10% author royalty)

10,000
9,900
25%
2,475
7,425

$22.95
$11.93
48%

$118,146.60
$88,609.95
714,569.58

Rights Income
Net Rights Revenue (less 60% to author)

Ebook Sales

NET REVENUE

Canada Book fund 5.75%
BC Tax Credit (% of CBF)
TOTAL GRANTS

NET REVENUE INC. GRANTS

DIRECT EXPENSE ESTIMATES
Direct Cost Per Unit
Total Manufacturing Cost
Ebook Conversion

Distribution
Author Advance
Less Royalties
Net Advance
Marketing Expense

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

GROSS PROFIT AFTER DIRECT EXPENSES
GROSS PROFIT W/ INC GRANTS AFTER DIRECT 
EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSE
Overhead Allocation

PROJECTED PROFIT (LOSS)

$3,000.00
$1,200.00

$2,084.00

$74,853.58

$4,304.37
$3,873.67
$8,177.75

$83,031.33

$2.37
$23,700.00
$1,000

$14,177.59
$10,000.00
$18,240.38
$0
$11,930.00

$49,807.59

$25,045.98 
$33,223.74

$7,485.36 

$25,738.38 [ 34.4% ]

FIXED COSTS
Editing
Design
Page Layout

PREPRESS TOTAL

$3,500.00
$2,000.00
$2.000.00

$7,500.00

Quantities
PPB Per Unit

PRINTING 
TOTAL

7500
$1.81

$13,575.00

10000
$1.62

$16,150.00

15000
$1.51

$22,650.00

VARIABLE COSTS

TOTAL COSTS
Prepress unit cost
Printing unit cost

TOTAL UNIT 
COST

$1.00
$1.81

$2.81

$0.75
$1.62

$2.37

$0.50
$1.51

$2.01

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

DIRECT UNIT COST
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In her third collection of raw, vulnerable poetry, 
Simona Miller weaves together four distinct yet 
harmonious parts: Deluge, Decimation, Duality, and 
Dream. Miller lays bare the ravages of climate change 
through a poetic retelling of the 2013 Alberta floods 
that devastated her home and her community. With 
haunting and lyrical imagery, Earth is Enough asks 
us to consider the human dimension of the natural 
disaster stories that news reports all too often reduce 
to statistics. Miller’s crashing, raging verse surges the 
page as she explores not only her own loss but also the 
strengths and weaknesses of the people around her: 
first responders, survivors, activists, rebuilders.

Miller examines how our actions are harming our 
earth, our communities, and our futures. She cries out 
on behalf of every community threatened by climate 
change: are you paying attention? We are all wading 
through rapidly rising waters—and Miller’s verse 
demands that we fight back before all is washed away.

$19.95 CAD
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EARTH IS ENOUGH
SIMONA MILLER

“Earth is Enough is a revelation, 
deeply personal yet universal. 
Miller challenges and soothes 
in equal measure, forcing us to 
reconnect with the individual 
power for change within us all.” 

- Gwen Beneway, Holy Wild, 
2019 Winner of the Governor 

General’s Literary Award 

“Miller uncovers the tension 
between ruin and resilience 
at the heart of disaster. These 
poems are alive and will ripple 
through our future.” 

- Lynn Keller, Recomposing 
Ecopoetics: North American 
Poetry of the Self-Conscious 

Anthropocene

SPECS
ISBN 978-1-35894-922-0
5 x 8  |  80pp   
TPB  |  $19.95CAD  
EPUB  |  $9.99CAD
OCTOBER 2020

KEY SELLING POINTS
› Contributes to global climate 
action  movement
› Promotes activism and 
awareness
› Author directly involved in 2013 
Alberta floods

POETRY
POE023030 POETRY SUBJECTS & 
THEMES / NATURE
POE011000 POETRY  CANADIAN

AUTHOR
Simona Miller is a poet, climate activist, and Director of the Creative Writing 
program at the University of Alberta. Her previous poetry collections include her 
debut, Burning Ropes (2016), and the Governor General’s Literary Award-winning 
Atmosphere (2018). She lives with her husband and two dogs in Calgary.

DESCRIPTION
In her third collection of raw, personal poetry, Simona Miller weaves together 
four distinct yet harmonious parts: Deluge, Decimation, Duality, and Dream. 
Miller lays bare the ravages of climate change through a poetic retelling of the 
2013 Alberta floods that decimated her home and her community. With haunting 
and lyrical imagery, Earth is Enough asks us to consider the human dimension of 
the devastating natural disaster stories that news reports all too often reduce to 
statistics. Through crashing, raging verse that floods the page, Miller delves into 
not only her own loss but also the strengths and weaknesses of the people around 
her: first responders, survivors, activists, rebuilders.

Miller examines how our actions are harming our earth, our communities, 
and our futures. She cries out on behalf of every community threatened by 
climate change: are you paying attention? We are all wading through rapidly 
rising waters—and Miller’s compelling verse leaves nowhere to hide.

RIGHTS
HELD: English, Canada; eBook 
AVAILABLE: First serial, second 
serial and extract, anthology, world 
translation

SALES CHANNELS
› Direct to author: 25%
› Independents: 20%
› Direct online sales: 20%
› Indigo: 20%
› Libraries: 10%
› Amazon: 5%

AUDIENCE
› Poetry readers
› Followers of the Governor General’s Awards
› People concerned about climate change
› People near or directly affected by the 2013 Alberta 
Floods or other natural disasters

COMPS
BLACKBIRD SONG | Randy Lundy 
University of Regina Press | Jun. 2018 
$19.95 | 5.5 x 8.8 Paperback| Lifetime: 450 
ISBN 9780889775572

HERE: POEMS FOR THE PLANET | Elizabeth 
J.Coleman (Ed)
Copper Canyon Press | May. 2019
$18.00 | 6 × 9 Paperback | Lifetime: 300
ISBN 9781556595417
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MARKETING PLAN

MARKETING STRATEGY
The main focus is capitalizing on the contemporary climate action movement, 
and broadcasting this as the newest collection from a 2018 Governor General 
Prize Winner. As this is a poetry title, events, readings, and press are crucial. 
Extra marketing time will be devoted to Simone Miller’s hometown, colleagues, 
and peers.

MEDIA + PUBLICITY
Query newspapers and journals for publicity and send final copies to a selection. 
Each of the following publications are Albertan newspapers with over 10,000 
circulation or poetry journals; they would all likely be willing to do pieces on or 
reviews of a book about the floods, especially the author’s hometown newspapers 
in Calgary.

Estimated cost for mailing final copies: $280

Focus on submitting to awards in the hopes of getting recognition through prize wins.
 › Alberta Literary Awards 
 › Griffin Poetry Prize 
 › Governor General’s Literary Award
Estimated cost – submission fees and mailing: $300

EVENTS + PROMOTION
Host a launch event in Calgary at Shelf Life Books. Including a poetry reading and 
author book signings. This will likely draw local book fans and community members.
Estimated cost: $0

Host an intimate poetry reading open to the public at the University of Alberta, 
where the author is a tenured professor. This will likely draw in students and the 
academic community.
Estimated cost: $0

Arrange for Simone to be a project collaborator at an event with the Alberta 
Narratives Project, an organization which hosts local “Narratives Workshops” 
which seek to form a common narrative in Canada for discussing climate change 
and energy. Their project collaborators include scientists, artists, academics, 
energy leaders, community leaders, and more.
Estimated cost: $0

Submit for Simone to read and/or run a workshop at the People’s Poetry  
Festival in Calgary.
Estimated cost: $0

Submit for Simone to read and appear on the podcast at the Edmonton Poetry Festival.
Estimated cost: $0

Submit for Simone to read at the Verses Festival in Vancouver. If accepted, we 
will help subsidize a hotel.
Estimated cost: $80

Co-op
Amazon estimated cost: $30
Indigo co-op estimated cost: $150

TOTAL SPENT: $840
TOTAL REMAINING: $0

EARTH IS ENOUGH
BUDGET: $840

POSITIONING
With issues of climate and sustainability becoming more and more severe, 
Simona Miller uses compelling and visceral poetic verse to bring forward the 
real, devastating impacts of climate change. A collection of heartbreaking 
and hopeful experiences that incite action before it’s too late.

 › Calgary Herald
 › Calgary Sun
 › Calgary Fast Forward Weekly
 › Edmonton Journal
 › Edmonton Examiner
 › Edmonton Sun
 › Airdrie Echo
 › Community Voice
 › East Central Alberta Review
 › Fort McMurray Connect
 › Fort Saskatchewan Record
 › Grand Prairie Daily Herald-Tribune
 › Lamont Farm ‘n’ Friends
 › Lethbridge Herald
 › Lethbridge Sun Times

 › Red Deer Advocate
 › Red Deer Express
 › Sherwood Park News
 › St. Albert Gazette 
 › Toronto Star
 › Winnipeg Free Press
 › Canadian Literature
 › Canadian Poetry
 › Room
 › Eighteen Bridges
 › Geist
 › Hazlitt
 › Literary Review of Canada
 › On Spec
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SWIPE WRONGFINANCES

FIXED COSTS
Editing
Design
Page Layout

PREPRESS TOTAL

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1.000.00

$3,000.00

Quantities
PPB Per Unit

PRINTING 
TOTAL

500
$3.89

$1,945.00

750
$2.86

$2.145.00

1000
$2.33

$2,330.00

VARIABLE COSTS

TOTAL COSTS
Prepress unit cost
Printing unit cost

TOTAL UNIT 
COST

$6.00
$3.89

$9.89

$4.00
$2.86

$6.86

$3.00
$2.33

$5.33

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

DIRECT UNIT COST

REVENUE PROJECTION
Total Print Run
Trade Units Shipped
Return %
Units Returned
Net Units Shipped to Trade

List Price
Avg Price Recieved
Avg Discount

Gross Trade Sales ($)
Trade Sales Net of Return
Net Trade Sales (less 10% author royalty)

750
520
25%
130
390

$19.95
$10.37
48%

$5,394.48
$4,045.86
$3,267.81

Bulk Sales Units Shipped
Dollars Per Unit Recieved
Total Recieved (less 10% author royalty)

Ebook Sales

NET REVENUE

Canada Book fund 5.75%
BC Tax Credit (% of CBF)
Canada Council
BC Arts Council
TOTAL GRANTS

NET REVENUE INC. GRANTS

DIRECT EXPENSE ESTIMATES
Direct Cost Per Unit
Total Manufacturing Cost
Ebook Conversion

Distribution
Author Advance
Less Royalties
Net Advance
Marketing Expense

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

GROSS PROFIT AFTER DIRECT EXPENSES
GROSS PROFIT W/ INC GRANTS AFTER DIRECT 
EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSE
Overhead Allocation

PROJECTED PROFIT (LOSS)

180
$8.98
$1,615.95

$97.00

$4,980.76

$286.93
$257.75
$5,000
$2,500
$8,044.15

$13,024.91

$6.86
$5,145.00
$500

$841.25
$2,000.00
$939.65
$1,060.36
$840.00

$7,886.61

–$2,905.85 
$5138.30

$498.08 

$4,640.23 [ 93.2% ]
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We could not have completed this whirlwind of a 

project without the support and guidance of many 
people along the way.

Scott, for your wise – and at times difficult to decipher – 
feedback across many iterations of these titles. We appreciate 
every red mark and puzzled look, they shaped our rough 
ideas into the books that they are today.

Mauve, for your keen eye for typography and for being our 
design guru and cover critic. Your tough love pushed us to 
develop our design abilities and push through the creative 
process. 

Leanne, for a fantastic crash course in all things marketing 
and management, and for not giving up on us when we all 
wanted to give up on P&Ls! 

We are also incredibly thankful for each and every industry 
professional who shared their time and their wisdom with 
us. All comments were taken into consideration to truly 
whip these titles into shape.
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